
1st dam
Ms Jess Knockout SI 111, by Apollitical Jess. 5 wins, 2 to 5, $131,266, finalist in Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], PCQHRA Breeders’ Derby [G3], Keokuk S. [G3], Two Rivers S. [G3]. Sister to AS AND JS SI 106, The Only Knockout SI 87, Apollitical Knockout SI 99. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 to race–

Knockout Cartel SI 86 (g. by Favorite Cartel). Winner to 3, $35,995, finalist in El Primero Del Ano Derby [G2], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G2].

2nd dam
ADOLPH TRES KNOCKOUT SI 95, by Tres Seis. 2 wins in 2 starts at 2, $136,184, Oklahoma Futurity [G3]. Dam of 22 foals to race, 13 winners, 18 ROM–

AS AND JS SI 106 (f. by Apollitical Jess). Champion Aged Mare. 7 wins to 6, $531,134, Junos Request S. [G2], Black Gold 350 Futurity [R], Easy Date S. [R], Mystery Derby [R], 2nd Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Charger Bar H., S. [G1], Retama Derby, etc.

SHEZASECRETKNOCKOUT SI 102 (f. by Hez Our Secret). 2 wins to 3, $53,003, Adequan Sam Houston Derby Challenge.

The Only Knockout SI 87 (f. by Apollitical Jess). Winner to 3, $104,473, 3rd FL Lady Bug S. [R], finalist in Oklahoma Bred Futurity [R] [G2].

No Secret Knockout SI 96 (c. by No Secrets Here). 3 wins to 3, $56,475, 3rd Sam Houston Juvenile S., finalist in Evangeline Futurity [G3], Firecracker Derby [G3].

Apollitical Knockout SI 99 (g. by Apollitical Jess). $17,883: Winner to 4, $6,710, in U.S; winner at 4, ($11,173 USA), in Mexico, 2nd Clasico Velocidad, Clasico Inaugural.

Ms Jess Knockout SI 111 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins to 5, $131,266, finalist in Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], PCQHRA Breeders’ Derby [G3].

Sirprince Knockout SI 96 (c. by Dominyun). 3 wins to 3, $64,280, finalist in Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Firecracker Derby [G3].

Domingating Knockout SI 100 (g. by Dominyun). 4 wins to 3, $50,853.


3rd dam
Oh Whatta Knockout SI 85, by Holland Ease. Placed. Half sister to FALLING IN LOVEAGAIN SI 108 ($1,210,375, All American Fut.[G1]), ROJO DANCER SI 102 ($164,873), CANTCATCHACORONA SI 97 ($65,899 [G3]), etc. Dam of 26 foals to race, 12 winners, 15 ROM–

ADOLPH TRES KNOCKOUT SI 95 (Tres Seis). Stakes winner, above.

Pain And Pleasure SI 95 (Mighty Invictus). 2 wins to 3, $5,470. Dam of–


Royal Knockout SI 88 (This Snow Is Royal). Winner. Dam of Bigtime Knockout SI 95. James Da Man SI 115 (This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins to 6, $61,781.

Bundle Doe SI 81 (Hennessy TB). Placed at 2. Dam of MOVIN THE DOE SI 108 ($110,710), GUNNIN FOR DOE SI 106 ($33,529), Showmethedoe SI 110 ($73,031).


Embryo transfer.